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Since the early 2000s, the literature on civil war has experienced a tremendous 

boom that stands in stark contrast to the past century. While civil war quickly 

overtook interstate war as the most important type of armed conflict in the post-

WWII period, conflict researchers have been relatively slow to adapt to this 

trend. Related topics such as “revolutions” and “ethnic conflict” enjoyed their 

respective surges of scholarly attention in the 1970s and 1990s, but most 

scholarship using “civil war” as a conceptual category appeared during the past 

one and a half decades. Clearly, centuries of warfare, including two world wars, 

together with the threat of superpower confrontation during the Cold War cast a 

long shadow over the field.  

 

After this slow start, however, the field of civil war studies has evolved into one 

of the most vibrant literatures in political science and the related social sciences. 

Civil war studies have contributed to integrating subfields such as international 

relations and comparative politics, and stimulated methodological progress. 

Based on data drawn from the Web of Science, Figure 1 shows how the 

publication trend of articles covering civil war in political science, economics, 

and sociology slowly increases after the end of the Cold War and then takes off in 

the early 2000s after decades of very low publication activity. The Journal of 
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Conflict Resolution has played a leading role in this impressive development. 

According to the Web of Science, the JCR published three of the ten most cited 

articles on civil war, more than any other field journal. Among the 20 most cited 

articles, the journal counts as many as eight. 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of “civil war” articles published in political science, economics 

and sociology journals. Source: Web of Science. 

 

The current review will focus primarily on the most recent period of civil war 

research. After an early review by Sambanis (2002), previous article-based 

efforts to survey the literature by Kalyvas (2007) and Blattman and Miguel 

(2010) date back almost a decade. Since important advances have been made in 

the field since then, we believe that it is high time to take stock of the literature. 

We focus on contributions to civil-war studies in political science, with some 

coverage of economics and sociology as well. 
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Civil war can be defined as armed combat within a sovereign state between an 

incumbent government and a non-state challenger that claims full or partial 

sovereignty over the territory of the state. In other words, civil war always 

concerns an incompatibility in terms of political control.1 Following the 

conventions of the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) (Gleditsch et al. 2002, 

619), we speak of governmental civil wars if the main objective of the challenger 

is full governmental control of the state. If the main goal of the rebels is to secede 

or to increase their influence over a part of the territory, the conflict can be 

classified as a territorial civil war. With a view to “technologies of rebellion,” 

Balcells and Kalyvas (2014) distinguish between irregular conflicts, defined as 

guerilla conflicts between conventional state armies and lightly armed rebels, 

and conventional wars involving heavily armed opponents and clear frontlines. 

 

Based on this definition, it is clear that civil war needs to be distinguished from 

civilian victimization, such as terrorism, state terror, mass killings, and genocide, 

although these types of political violence may occur during civil wars (Valentino 

2014). Furthermore, “non-state violence,” such as riots and communal violence 

have to be excluded from the definition since in such cases the state does not 

participate directly in combat. In particular, the somewhat imprecise concept of 

“ethnic conflict” is different from ethnic civil wars since it also includes ethnic 

one-sided violence and ethnic riots. 

 

Having defined our main concepts, we can now turn to the organization of this 

review. By way of introducing a measure of substantive structure, we discern 

three explanatory logics in the civil-war literature that correspond roughly to 
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explanations highlighting grievance, greed, and opportunities. Grievance-based 

accounts view internal conflict as a reaction to socio-economic and/or political 

injustice. In contrast, explanations centering on greed make sense of civil war in 

terms of individuals’ desire to maximize their profits, primarily in a narrowly 

materialist sense. Arguing that motives are less important, a third logic seeks the 

causes of civil war in the opportunities that enable actors to engage in violent 

mobilization. Obviously, these are merely ideal-typical explanatory patterns that 

often blend into each other. Especially the greed and opportunities logics often 

appear in close association. In this review, we will argue that one of the most 

important tasks for future civil-war research will be to further break down the 

artificial barriers that stand in the way of more subtle and complex “blends.” 

 

In order to further structure our exposition of the literature, the following 

sections correspond to the main phases of civil war processes. Thus, in the next 

section, we review the literature on the outbreak of civil war, before discussing 

the dynamics during civil wars and civil-war termination. We conclude the 

phase-based survey with a review of the literature that covers post-war 

phenomena. The article ends with a discussion of open research questions. 
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Civil-war Initiation 

 

Echoing classic research on the “causes of war” that has dominated the study of 

interstate warfare (Levy 1989), the civil war literature has primarily attempted 

to address the question of what causes armed internal conflict in the first place. 

The contemporary debate has intellectual roots that date back to the 1960s and 

1970s. Responding to conservative and normative conceptions of civil war as 

irrational outbursts of mass violence, Gurr (1970) introduced a class of 

explanations that corresponds to the aforementioned grievance logic. According 

to Gurr’s “relative deprivation theory,” the failure to achieve aspired goals 

triggers frustration that makes violence more likely. However, this primarily 

psychological and individualist perspective attracted criticism from scholars 

who argued that grievances are less important than the structural environment 

and political processes that determine rebels’ opportunities, as well as their 

organization and resources (Tilly 1978). Reflecting the ideological confrontation 

between the super powers, civil wars were typically studied as “peasant 

rebellions” (Scott 1976) or “social revolutions” (Skocpol 1979). 

 

Following the end of the Cold War, large-scale violence in Yugoslavia and 

Rwanda triggered a new wave of scholarship under the heading of ethnic 

conflict. While much of the early research stressed an opportunity-driven logic 

that explained violence as a reaction to a security dilemma resulting from state 

collapse (e.g., Posen 1993), others were less reluctant to rely on motivation-

based accounts highlighting inter-ethnic hatred (e.g., Kaplan 1994) or even 

clashes between civilizations defined as world religions (Huntington 1996). 
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Pursuing a more systematic empirical strategy, Gurr and his collaborators 

launched a major data collection effort on “Minorities at Risk” (MAR) that 

allowed him to broaden his theoretical approach to encompass both grievances 

and opportunity-related logics (see, e.g., Gurr and Scarritt 1989). 

 

Focusing on “ethnic conflict” in the 1990s, conflict researchers had yet to 

rediscover the importance of civil war as a research topic. In fact, it was a team of 

economists at the World Bank led by Paul Collier that made the main 

breakthrough. In a series of influential papers, many of which were co-authored 

with Anke Hoeffler, Collier introduced a new class of explanations based on 

greed, which was explicitly pitted against grievances. In a much-cited article, 

Collier and Hoffler (2004) summarized their argument under the title “Greed vs. 

Grievance in Civil War.” Echoing arguments made by Tilly and others in the 

1970s, these scholars argued that grievances are immaterial because they are 

ubiquitous and therefore cannot explain the outbreak of rare events such as civil 

wars. Instead, grievances are merely used as an ideological smokescreen by 

greedy rebel leaders who, rather than being swayed by political ideas, are 

assumed to carefully calculate the costs and benefits of resorting to arms. 

According to this microeconomic framework, civil wars can be expected to break 

out where the opportunity costs of fighting are low because of poverty, and 

where wartime gains stemming from looting of natural resources lead to 

personal enrichment and financing of rebels’ combat activities. 

 

In parallel to Collier and Hoeffler’s elaboration of their mostly greed-driven, 

microeconomic perspective, Fearon and Laitin (2003) introduced what has 
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become the most influential explanation of civil-war onset in the literature. 

Stressing an opportunity logic that explains how insurgent violence is more 

likely to erupt in weak states than in those with stable and resourceful 

governments, the most-cited article on civil war shifts the attention away from 

rebel motivations to political and institutional factors. In particular, this applies 

to the role of natural resources, although deviating from Collier and Hoeffler’s 

emphasis on lootability and rebel finance. Inspired by economic theories on the 

“resource curse,” the article applies this concept to the functioning of the state, in 

order to explain why oil extraction leads to bad governance and state weakness. 

Rather than investing in tax collection and public good provision, resource 

abundant governments can take the shortcut of rent seeking. But this also means 

that their control of the state’s territory, especially in peripheral regions with 

inaccessible terrain, is weak, making uninformed and brutal counterinsurgency 

fighting more likely once insurgencies occur. 

 

While Fearon and Laitin (2003) use GDP per capita as a proxy to test the state-

weakness argument, subsequent studies have confirmed the original claim by 

measuring bureaucratic state capacity more directly (Hendrix 2010; Fearon 

2011). In contrast to their arguments about state reach, their conjecture relating 

to a governmental “resource curse” has fared less well in the recent literature. In 

particular, geographically disaggregated studies based on more precise data 

show that the oil-conflict link is located at the local level rather than running 

through the government (Lujala 2009). Furthermore, the original argument fails 

to take the obvious endogeneity of oil extraction into account (Ross 2015), and 
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also overlooks that petroleum revenues may actually reduce conflict by helping 

governments bribe or suppress the opposition (Paine 2016). 

 

In a comprehensive econometric survey, Hegre and Sambanis (2006) confirm 

that many of the factors that are compatible with the greed and opportunity 

logics appear to be the most robustly related to civil-war onset, with the partial 

exception of the pacifying effect exerted by democracy. In an important 

precursor to the weak state paradigm, Hegre et al. (2001) find that semi-

democracies are more prone to civil violence than stable autocracies and 

democracies. Although this account refers both to the grievance-reducing impact 

of democracy and to the opportunities for violence present in institutionally 

weak “anocracies,” it is the latter interpretation that has become the most 

influential (see, e.g., Fearon and Laitin 2003). However, because of measurement 

problems relating to the Polity index, this curvilinear effect of democracy does 

not appear to be robust (Vreeland 2008). 

 

While the greed logic did not entirely disappear from the theoretical agenda, 

especially in economics, it is Fearon and Laitin’s (2003) “weak state” 

interpretation that has become the dominant explanatory paradigm in the civil 

war literature.2 Much of what has been written on civil war since the early 2000s 

can be seen as reactions to this paradigm. Unsurprisingly, the categorical 

dismissal of grievances as causes of war triggered criticism, especially since it 

seemed to contradict many qualitative accounts of how protest against injustice 

and inequality caused internal conflict. Rather than dismissing this logic per se, 

then, some researchers argued that the absence of evidence could be an artifact 
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of imperfect proxies (Sambanis 2004b; Blattman and Miguel 2010). In particular, 

the attempt to capture grievances with individualist demographic indicators, 

such as ethno-linguistic fractionalization or the Gini coefficient, loses sight of the 

fact that many civil wars are fought between ethnic groups (Cramer 2003; 

Cederman and Girardin 2007). According to theories of nationalism, conflict-

inducing tensions tend to arise where state and national borders do not coincide, 

especially where ethno-nationalist groups are exposed to “alien rule” (Gellner 

1983). In this sense, “horizontal inequality” between entire groups may be more 

consequential than inequality measured along individual and household lines 

(Stewart 2008; see also Østby 2008). To some extent, Gurr’s (1993) MAR data 

capture group inequality and discriminatory state policies, but the failure to 

sample all ethnic groups, including many of the dominant ones, makes it difficult 

to draw safe inferences based on this dataset (Fearon 2003; though see Hug 

2013). 

 

As a response to these difficulties, the Ethnic Power Relations (EPR) dataset 

documents all politically relevant ethnic groups and their power access since 

WWII. Based on these data, Cederman, Wimmer and Min (2010) show that 

excluded ethnic groups, especially those that suffered status reversals, are 

overrepresented in conflict statistics. They explain this finding primarily from a 

grievances perspective, while also stressing opportunity-related factors, such as 

group size. Using EPR’s geocoded data on ethnic settlement areas, Cederman, 

Weidmann and Gleditsch (2011) extend the study of political exclusion to 

economic inequality, in order to show that ethnic groups that are poorer and 

richer than the country's average income are more likely to stage rebellion. 
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Arguing against the conventional critique of grievances, including the ubiquity 

argument cited above, Cederman, Gleditsch and Buhaug (2013) postulate that 

both political and economic inequalities spur mass grievances, which in turn 

increase the likelihood of mobilization and ultimately civil-war outbreak.3 

 

These group-based investigations can also be seen as a part of a general trend 

toward more disaggregated studies of civil-war onset, a trend that has become 

even more pronounced in studies of violence during civil war. In order to 

circumvent problems of ecological inference resulting from over-aggregation to 

the country level, more recent studies code and analyze large cross-national 

samples of sub-national actors, such as rebel organizations, self-determination 

movements, or other types of political organizations (Cunningham, Gleditsch, 

and Salehyan’s 2009; Cunningham 2013; Wucherpfennig et al. 2012). Using new 

data on religious and linguistic identities within ethnic groups, Bormann, 

Cederman and Vogt (2017) find that ethno-linguistic between-group divisions 

are more likely to produce civil violence than ethno-religious ones. Often, 

geographic information systems are used to extract information about sub-

national geographic factors based on grid-cell observations (Tollefsen and 

Buhaug 2015). 

 

Another important deviation from the standard cross-national “work horses” 

treats civil war in an “open-polity” setting (Gleditsch 2007). Rather than 

assuming that civil war is caused by merely domestic factors, this research 

investigates to what extent transnational mechanisms, relating to refugees 

(Salehyan and Gleditsch 2006), ethnic kin (e.g., Saideman and Jenne 2009; 
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Cederman et al. 2013), the demonstration effects of grievance-based conflicts 

caused by ethnic exclusion (Metternich, Minhas, and Ward forthcoming), or 

other types of diffusion effects, may trigger civil-war onset. Generally, the results 

confirm that civil war cannot be reduced to a “closed-polity” model and that both 

(ethnic) grievances and opportunities contain an important transnational 

dimension (for a recent review, see Forsberg 2016). 

 

 

Violence during Civil War 

 

As we have seen, the dominant paradigm in civil-war studies that emerged in the 

early 2000s applies statistical models to cross-national data while postulating 

that the roots of conflict can be found in state weakness. Beyond giving rise to 

disaggregated onset analyses, this research program also inspired a more radical 

turn to micro-level methods applied to within-conflict dynamics in specific cases. 

In contrast to the aforementioned quantitative meso-level studies of civil war, 

the “micro-dynamic” literature relies on a broad set of innovative methods 

including case studies, archival data, and anthropological methods, often in 

connection with field research. Putting causal identification on a more solid basis 

than is possible with over-aggregated data and loose proxies, these studies echo 

a more general tendency in favor of experimental methods and careful tracing of 

processes to improve internal validity by sacrificing some external validity. 

 

More than any other work, Kalyvas (2006) laid the groundwork for the new 

micro-theoretic agenda by arguing that civil war research had too long focused 
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on identifying the structural causes of civil-war initiation at the expense of local 

war-time dynamics. In particular, the main explanatory challenge shifts from 

explaining triggers of entire civil wars to accounting for wartime civilian 

victimization. Rather than seeking the roots in overarching “cleavages,” then, this 

perspective views violence as a “deeply endogenous” phenomenon composed by 

a myriad of private, mostly opportunistic motives unleashed by the war itself, 

including individual score settling and personal vendettas. Using the Greek civil 

war as a starting point, the core of his theory expects civilian victimization to be 

most pronounced in areas where neither side of the civil war enjoys full 

territorial control or civilian support. 

 

Most wartime violence targeting civilians is perpetrated by governments 

(Valentino 2014). In particular, governments facing guerrilla insurgencies are 

likely to target civilians in order to root out the rebels’ popular support 

(Valentino, Huth, and Balch-Lindsay 2004). Often, the violence is “outsourced” to 

pro-government militias (Carey and Mitchell 2017). With respect to violence 

against civilians committed by rebel organizations, one of the most prominent 

explanations was advanced by Weinstein (2007). Transferring the logic of the 

resource curse from governments to rebel organizations, he argues that rebel 

organizations that are well endowed in terms of natural resources attract 

members who are interested in private material gain and, thus, are more likely to 

abuse civilians than those organizations that depend on civilian cooperation (see 

also Humphreys and Weinstein 2006).  
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In recent years, the micro-dynamic research agenda has expanded into a fertile 

research program focusing also on how rebel organizations and militias mobilize 

fighters and organize themselves. Stressing opportunistic side-shifting by 

civilians caught up between both sides in civil wars, Kalyvas (2006) anticipates 

that mobilization will vary both in time and space depending on the flow of 

combat. Faced with high levels of indiscriminate violence, many individuals may 

prefer the relative safety of rebel organizations rather than risk being killed as 

civilians (Kalyvas and Kocher 2007). Instead of being a function of the 

overarching cleavage, individual loyalties are assumed to follow local and 

momentary circumstances. Using micro-level data from post-war Sierra Leone, 

Humphreys and Weinstein (2008) take a broader perspective on individual 

motivations that highlights socio-economic deprivation and social pressure, in 

addition to security concerns, while rejecting the relevance of political 

grievances. 

 

Despite the predominant focus on opportunities and constraints in the micro-

level literature, some studies emphasize the importance of individuals’ 

grievances and ideological motivations. In a pioneering article that explains how 

rebels are able to overcome severe collective action problems, for instance, Gates 

(2002) introduces a game-theoretic framework that shows how the 

“microfoundations of rebellion” depend on geography, ethnicity, and ideology. 

Based on anthropological field studies in El Salvador that highlight the grievance 

logic in full action, Wood (2003) argues that the “pleasure of agency” animated 

farm workers to resist severe socio-economic injustices despite massive violent 

repression by landowners. Ugarriza and Craig (2013) find that even in an 
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allegedly economically motivated conflict, such as the Colombian civil war, 

ideology plays an important role in the internal dynamics of armed groups. 

 

Other alternatives and extensions to Kalyvas’ endogenous, combat-driven 

account of both mobilization and civilian targeting can be found in studies that 

highlight the relevance of pre-war structures. According to Weidmann (2011), 

ethnic one-sided violence in Bosnia-Herzegovina in the early 1990s cannot be 

explained merely in terms of local ethnic polarization, but followed a distinctly 

“top-down” logic of ethnic cleansing. Relatedly, Fjelde and Hultman (2014) find 

that warring parties in African ethnic civil wars tend to use civilian targeting in 

order to weaken their enemies' ethnic core constituencies. In her study of the 

Spanish civil war, Balcells (2017) shows that in conventional civil wars, 

identification and civilian victimization can be driven by ideological 

commitments antedating the outbreak of the armed conflict. Finally, Staniland 

(2014) explains variations in terms of rebel organization's longevity and 

robustness by tracing their roots in “prewar politicized social networks” that 

affect their cohesion and combat effectiveness. 

 

Shifting the focus from the causes to the consequences of civilian victimization, 

often in counterinsurgency campaigns, some studies explain how one-sided 

violence can account for variations in the intensity of fighting, including 

escalation and de-escalation. Most studies appear to support Kalyvas’ initial 

conjecture that indiscriminate violence is counter-effective. Using evidence from 

the Vietnam War, Kocher, Pepinsky and Kalyvas (2011) find that those villages 

that were hit by US airstrikes were more likely to come under the influence of 
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Vietcong. Schutte (forthcoming) shows that in the Afghan civil war, civilians 

reacted to indiscriminate violence by colluding with the perpetrators’ adversary, 

although in a relatively safe spatiotemporal distance from the trigger event. In an 

exception from the dominant view, Lyall (2009) argues that the use of 

indiscriminate violence by Russian artillery helped curb rebel resistance in 

Chechnya. Moreover, focusing on civilian victimization by rebel groups, Thomas 

(2014) finds that the use of terror attacks during civil wars may actually help 

rebel groups gain concessions from state governments. 

 

In sum, the micro-theoretic turn has enriched the study of civil war by offering a 

much more fine-grained picture of underlying mechanisms and dynamics than 

onset studies. While the literature can be seen as a critical reaction to the 

dominance of the state weakness paradigm described in the previous section, 

Kalyvas’ initial formulation also weakens the link to political grievances at the 

macro level in favor of an opportunity-driven focus on combat technologies. 

However, by highlighting the crucial role played by the path-dependence of 

prewar identities and structures, the more recent literature at least partly 

questions this radical detachment of micro-level patterns from overall, macro-

level cleavages (see, e.g., Balcells 2017). While acknowledging that civil wars are 

immensely complex processes, more recent research introduces a broader 

spectrum of explanatory logics that includes not merely individual greed and 

private grudges, but also ideologically committed individuals who are fighting to 

overcome repression and injustice (Gutiérrez Sanín and Wood 2014). 
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Civil War Termination 

 

Beyond asking how civil wars start and evolve, conflict researchers also 

investigate when and how they end. Indeed, ongoing conflicts contribute at least 

as much to conflict incidence as new onsets do. Conceiving of conflict 

continuation as repeated decisions to fight, most studies rely on arguments that 

are directly derived from the three main logics governing onset, although there 

are some surprising nuances. In many ways, the study by Collier, Hoeffler, and 

Söderbom (2004) reflects Collier and Hoeffler’s (2004) greed-based view of civil 

war as a lucrative business that occurs when rebellion is financially feasible and 

rebels can secure themselves high rents from conflict. Their study finds 

preliminary evidence that wartime increases in commodity prices make conflicts 

in export-dependent countries last longer. 

 

Proposing an inductive approach to conflict duration, Fearon’s (2004) offers 

some interesting contrasts to Fearon and Laitin’s (2003) opportunity-driven 

onset account. His analysis identifies two scenarios that are associated with 

particularly long-lasting conflicts. In the first scenario, rebel groups receive 

funding from contraband, such as opium, diamonds, or coca. The second scenario 

corresponds to Weiner’s (1978) concept of “sons-of-the-soil” conflicts that pit a 

peripheral ethnic minority against a dominant ethnic group that encroaches on 

the minority’s territory through migration of its members. While contraband 

activities may be facilitated by state weakness, the arguments about wartime 

profits and rebel financing come closer to the greed-based logic.4 Moreover, the 

sons-of-the-soil scenario at least implicitly acknowledges the influence of ethnic 
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grievances. To explain these inductively derived empirical patterns, Fearon 

develops a bargaining model that shows how commitment problems block 

negotiated conflict resolution rather than uncertainty. 

 

Disaggregating conflicts into dyads between the state and rebel organizations, 

Cunningham, Gleditsch, and Salehyan’s (2009) account of conflict duration and 

outcome also incorporates elements of both the opportunities and grievances 

logics. Their results indicate that civil wars tend to endure when rebels control 

territory in the periphery that allows them to escape government repression and 

when they are prevented from using non-violent political means to advance their 

demands. In contrast, relying mostly on an opportunities-driven logic, Buhaug, 

Gates, and Lujala (2009) theorize how the distance to the state capital, terrain, 

and rebel financing through natural resources influence the relative military 

capacities of the rebels and the government. 

 

The grievances logic, complemented with a bargaining perspective on war 

termination, is dominant in Wucherpfennig et al. (2012) who argue that ethno-

political exclusion leads to longer wars (see also Cederman, Gleditsch, and 

Buhaug 2013, Ch. 8). Such policies increase group solidarity and mobilization on 

the part of the aggrieved ethnic groups that rebel against the state. The findings 

suggest that the sons-of-the-soil type of civil war emphasized by Fearon (2004) 

is a special case of ethno-political exclusion. 

 

Whereas these arguments of conflict duration are closely connected to theories 

of onset, Balcells and Kalyvas (2014) claim that the duration and outcome of civil 
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wars are endogenous to warfare itself. Drawing on the micro-level literature, 

they argue that “technologies of rebellion” are the decisive variable. They find 

that irregular conflicts last longer than conventional wars and tend to be won by 

the government whereas conventional wars are more likely to end in rebel 

victories.5 

 

Other factors that are endogenous to conflict include the number of parties 

involved and external intervention. David Cunningham (2006) and Kathleen 

Gallagher Cunningham (2013) find that the former increases conflict duration by 

raising uncertainty and exacerbating commitment problems. There is a rich 

empirical literature that examines the consequences of third-party intervention, 

focusing, for the most part, on peacekeeping missions.6 The interest in such 

interventions reflects the rationalist expectation, advanced, in particular, by 

Walter (1997), that without outside intervention, civil wars are inherently 

difficult to settle because the parties are unable to credibly commit to the 

negotiated terms. 

 

Overall, the “when” has received much more attention than the “how” in studies 

of conflict termination. Thus, a more comprehensive examination of civil war 

outcomes constitutes a potentially fruitful avenue for future research. Bargaining 

theories of war play a prominent role in the literature on conflict duration, 

especially in opportunities-based explanations, although they are potentially 

compatible with all three logics that have dominated research on civil war onset. 
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The Aftermath of Civil War 

 

War-torn countries face enormous challenges in restoring order and security, 

rebuilding the economy, reintegrating combatants, and healing the wounds of 

violence. According to Collier et al. (2003), the dire socio-economic 

consequences of civil violence prepare the ground for renewed conflict by 

locking countries into a “conflict trap.” Moreover, the adverse economic 

consequences of civil wars tend to spill beyond the conflict states, having an 

important negative impact on economic growth in neighboring countries 

(Murdoch and Sandler 2002). 

 

Since conflict recurrence constitutes the most immediate threat, this issue has 

been at the core of the post-conflict literature. Consequently, the scholarly 

debate has been structured according to the logics used in onset studies. First, 

grievances-based approaches emphasize the need to reduce injustices through 

governmental concessions, for example in the form of democratization, power 

sharing, or minority rights. Most prominently, Gurr (2000) detected a trend 

towards more accommodative state policies since the mid-1990s and predicted 

that these policies would lead to a significant decline in intra-state warfare. 

 

Analyzing the political, territorial, military, and economic power-sharing 

provisions in peace agreements, Hartzell and Hoddie (2003) find that post-

conflict peace tends to be stable in proportion to how many of these dimensions 

are included in such agreements. They conclude that only extensive and 

multifaceted power sharing provides the former warring parties with the 
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necessary sense of security to engage in lasting cooperation. This conclusion 

dovetails with arguments that detailed agreements with strong power-sharing 

provisions may alleviate commitment problems (Walter 1997, 360-2) and 

information asymmetries (Mattes and Savun 2010) in post-conflict 

environments. For instance, Cederman et al. (2015) find that while territorial 

power sharing by itself decreases the risk of ethnic conflict onset, it is not 

enough to prevent conflict recurrence. Hence, in post-conflict situations, stable 

peace may require territorial autonomy to be buttressed with governmental 

power sharing at the center (see also McGarry and O’Leary 2009). 

 

A number of studies have examined the effects of more specific accommodative 

policies designed to reduce inequality and grievances. For instance, analyzing the 

consequences of land reform for the intensity of guerrilla activity in Colombia, 

Albertus and Kaplan (2013) find that large-scale land reforms risk being blocked 

by powerful stakeholders, but if enacted they often have a pacifying effect in 

countries characterized by high land inequality. In terms of military power 

sharing, a recent study of post-conflict Burundi by Samii (2013) suggests that 

policies (such as quotas) designed to foster ethnic inclusion in the military may 

help transcend ethnic conflict. This finding confirms more general arguments 

about how ethnic balancing in the armies helps pacify ethnically divided 

countries (see, e.g., Wilkinson 2015). 

 

Finally, a vast literature has studied the consequences of post-conflict 

democratization. Diamond (2006) endorses democratic elections as a means to 

legitimize post-conflict governments and provide former rebels with a peaceful 
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mechanism to influence politics. However, in the context of weak institutions, 

democratization may exacerbate existing social tensions, thus making conflict 

recurrence more likely (see, e.g., Paris 2004). Indeed, competitive elections have 

been found to undermine post-conflict peace building, especially if held too soon 

after the end of violence (Brancati and Snyder 2013). 

 

In contrast, advocates of the greed-as-motivation logic highlight economic 

development in their explanations. From this perspective, conflict recurrence is 

least likely if a return to fighting becomes financially unattractive for individuals. 

Concretely, post-conflict pacification calls for quick macro-economic recovery 

that creates employment and, thus, increases the opportunity costs for potential 

rebels, especially young males. Indeed, Collier, Hoeffler, and Söderbom (2008) 

produce evidence of a negative effect of per-capita income and income growth on 

the risk of conflict recurrence.7 

 

In addition to ordinary fighters’ material disincentives, Collier, Hoeffler, and 

Söderbom (2004) emphasize the importance of curtailing rebel funding, for 

example by impeding the looting and contraband of natural resources. Moreover, 

if civil wars are the consequences of greedy warlords (Reno 1998), one would 

expect that lasting peace in post-conflict countries can only be achieved through 

targeted “politics of the belly” (Bayart 1993) that bribes rebel leaders into 

compliance. Providing material and political incentives for rebel leaders has 

become common practice in civil war settlements, especially in Sub-Saharan 

Africa, but the corresponding demonstration effects may also legitimize violent 

behavior (Tull and Mehler 2005). 
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The advocates of the opportunities approach exhibit a similar skepticism toward 

pacification through political concessions. If renewed rebellion is primarily a 

function of opportunities, power sharing should be inherently difficult to achieve 

and maintain because of severe commitment problems (Fearon 2004; Walter 

1997). The former warring parties will typically be unable to credibly commit to 

permanently refrain from violence, especially if governments renege on their 

power-sharing promises, and if power sharing provides rivals with the means to 

strike from within the state apparatus (Roessler 2011) or from autonomous 

institutions (Roeder 2009). 

 

Another implication that can be derived from the opportunity logic, especially 

from Fearon and Laitin (2003), is that post-conflict interventions should focus on 

strengthening state capacity rather than reducing grievances through 

governmental concessions (Mack 2002, 522).8 Indeed, a number of scholars have 

argued that territorial autonomy arrangements fragment state power while 

empowering regional challengers (Bunce and Watts 2005; Roeder 2009). Yet, the 

problem with these arguments is that they do not take into account why 

territorial power sharing, such as ethnic federalism, is enacted in the first place. 

Considering these usually delicate ethno-political conditions, the track record of 

autonomy regimes looks much more positive (McGarry and O'Leary 2009; 

Cederman et al. 2015). In contrast, the usefulness of partition as a tool of conflict 

resolution has been effectively challenged in the literature although it may serve 

as a last resort (see, e.g., Sambanis and Schulhofer-Wohl 2009). 
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Beyond the issue of conflict recurrence, an emerging literature addresses the 

legacies of civil warfare. At the macro level, such studies focus on war’s economic 

consequences for the affected countries, while micro-level research analyzes a 

range of socio-economic and political outcomes as reported by ex-combatants 

and victims of violence. While the immediate economic costs of civil war are 

undisputable, there is growing evidence that economic recovery does occur in a 

relatively speedy manner (Chen, Loayza, and Reynal-Querol 2008; Miguel and 

Roland 2011). If the aforementioned “conflict trap” is not primarily a function of 

sustained economic depression, political interventions might after all be crucial 

to avoid conflict recurrence (e.g., Walter 2015). 

 

At the individual level, civil wars expose participants and victims to long-term 

harm in terms of educational achievement, employment, and physical and 

psychological health (Blattman and Annan 2010; Canetti-Nisim et al. 2009). Yet, 

war experiences also may increase participants’ and victims’ political and 

community participation, and many of them report post-trauma personal growth 

(Bellows and Miguel 2009; Blattman 2009). In a recent summary of this 

literature, Bauer et al. (2016) conclude that while war tends to foster in-group 

altruism, in particular, this does not seem to extend to out-groups. Furthermore, 

the staggering rise in violent crime and homicide rates in Latin and Central 

America has led scholars to analyze the link between individual conflict 

experiences and post-war criminal behavior (e.g., Kaplan and Nussio 

forthcoming). Overall, however, the literature has produced relatively little 

systematic knowledge about individuals’ post-conflict grievances, attitudes 

towards reconciliation, and, in particular, how such individual-level 
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consequences aggregate up to collective outcomes (though see Grossman, 

Manekin, and Miodownik 2015). Thus, Blattman and Miguel’s (2010, 42) 

conclusion that “[t]he social and institutional legacies of conflict are arguably the 

most important but least understood of all war impacts” still remains true today. 

 

 

Future Challenges 

 

We now turn to the main challenges confronting future civil-war research. Our 

survey of the literature suggests that researchers in this area need to reassess 

the boundaries between logics and phases of conflict, as well as the geographic 

and temporal scope of their studies.    

 

Bridging the logics of conflict 

Although our stock-taking exercise has focused on the three main explanatory 

logics, we by no means want to imply that this classification should constitute 

the key to future theory-building. If anything, recent research has shown that 

attempts to isolate one logic from the other is a flawed undertaking (Sambanis 

2004b). In reality, all three logics are deeply intertwined. Yet, not unlike IR 

scholars’ habit of classifying variables as “realist” or “liberal,” the initial wave of 

civil-war cross-national studies succumbed to the temptation of running 

simplistic econometric “horse races” between the main theoretical competitors.  

 

Fortunately, recent advances in civil-war research have started to break down 

the barriers between the three main logics. For example, models that are 
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primarily based on explanations that highlight greed and opportunity need to be 

complemented with mechanisms that acknowledge the role of emotions, such as 

anger and resentment, rather than merely focusing on fear in relation to security 

dilemmas and commitment problems (Costalli and Ruggeri 2015; Petersen 

2002). Moreover, there is no reason to treat grievances separately from 

mobilization, since they constitute primary resources in such processes 

(McAdam 1982, 33-50) and sometimes help overcome severe collective action 

problems (Wood 2003). 

 

Likewise, state capacity should not be conceptualized as an exclusively logistical 

issue without considering the state’s cultural penetration, especially where the 

central government tries to expand its rule into ethnically distinctive regions 

(e.g., Weiner 1978; Hechter 1975). These perspectives usefully complement 

Fearon and Laitin’s (2003) argument about state weakness by showing how 

state penetration, especially in the form of internal colonization or aggressive 

attempts to assimilate, triggers reactive identity formation and collective protest 

that increase the risk of political violence. While typically dismissed by the 

economic literature on resources and conflict, grievances and economic 

inequality fit naturally into such accounts. In fact, recent studies demonstrate 

that the link between oil and civil war operates primarily through an ethno-

regional mechanism (Hunziker and Cederman 2017, cf. Ross 2015). 

 

The usefulness of building bridges between the main logics extends to the 

grievance literature as well. Although contributors to this perspective have been 

much less inclined to reject alternative logics than the proponents of greed and 
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opportunity explanations (see, e.g., Gurr 1993), there is still a need to integrate 

both greed and opportunity more deeply in such explanations. For example, 

clearly far from all elites are idealistically motivated. In fact, greedy and 

opportunistic politicians sometimes manipulate mass grievances (e.g., Gagnon 

2004). Vogt (forthcoming) suggests that in ethnically stratified societies, extreme 

inequality fuels collective grievances, but also decreases marginalized groups’ 

mobilization capacity and opportunities, resulting in mostly peaceful collective 

action. Other studies have shown that what started as group mobilization in 

favor of collective policy aims may turn into a factional contest within the group 

over private material gains (Cunningham, Bakke, and Seymour 2012). 

Furthermore, recent theory building has shown that it is possible to integrate a 

grievance perspective within a bargaining framework (see, e.g., Wucherpfennig 

et al. 2012; Roessler 2016).  

 

Bridging the phases of conflict 

In addition to breaking down explanatory silos, future research on civil war 

should attempt to bridge the phases of conflict. Given the complexity of each 

phase, it is understandable that so much of the literature has focused on either 

onset, within-war dynamics, conflict termination, or the post-conflict phase. Yet, 

recent studies have paved the way for a more integrated perspective. 

 

Rather than treating the outbreak of violent conflict as the analytical starting 

point, some researchers have attempted to trace the origins of civil war back to 

an earlier phase of prewar mobilization. Inspired by the social movement 

literature (McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 2001), recent contributions adopt an 
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explicit focus on non-violent conflict which sheds light on the effectiveness of 

peaceful protest and accommodative policies that have the potential to prevent 

the eruption of violence in the first place (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011; White 

et al. 2015). Similarly, the micro-dynamic literature would benefit from 

considering cases of repression and one-sided violence before the outbreak of 

war, rather than focusing primarily on violence during civil war (e.g., Goodwin 

2001; Sullivan 2016). As previously discussed, there are also reasons to believe 

that within-war dynamics are less endogenous than sometimes claimed in the 

sense that prewar structures constrain identity formation and side shifting (e.g., 

Staniland 2014). At the same time, studies of the duration of civil war have paid 

insufficient attention to factors that are truly endogenous to the war itself 

(Kalyvas and Balcells 2010). 

 

There is also an urgent need to broaden evaluations of peace-inducing factors 

from focusing merely on measures to terminate war, such as peace agreements, 

to considering the entire process of conflict, including onset, since the latter 

holds the key to conflict prevention. For example, while power sharing figures as 

one of the most important institutional approaches to conflict resolution, such 

arrangements can also play a crucial role as preventive instruments (e.g., 

Cederman et al. 2015). Also, whereas the extant literature has established the 

importance of detailed peace agreements for preventing conflict recurrence, we 

currently have little knowledge about why some agreements are implemented 

while others are not. Finally, besides the economic consequences of civil war, we 

know relatively little about the long-run legacies of political violence, which play 

a crucial role in triggering recurrent conflict (Walter 2015). 
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Finding the right spatiotemporal scope 

If civil-war research has been too specific with respect to explanatory logics and 

conflict phases, much of it has also been too general with respect to both space 

and time. At least implicitly, most researchers using cross-national research 

designs with global samples appear to search for the model of civil war. Yet, such 

research makes very strong assumptions of unit homogeneity (Sambanis 2004b; 

Tarrow 2007). It is easy to see how ostensibly global explanations of civil war 

are rooted in particular, traumatic regional experiences. Clearly, the Balkan wars 

inspired an entire generation of researchers studying “ethnic conflict” and 

nationalism. In contrast, the economic explanations of civil war that made the 

field take off in the early 2000s responded to state failure and apparently chaotic 

civil violence in resource-rich African countries in the late 1990s. Thus, it is 

possible that researchers give formative historical events too much weight in 

their effort to build general theory. 

 

Ironically, in the search for more nuanced research designs, the micro-based 

literature is also exposed to the risks of over-generalization. Although this 

literature has generated important insights about specific conflicts, it has been 

much less successful when it comes to aggregating local results up to national, 

regional, and possibly even global patterns. Articles with titles ending with 

“evidence from X” presume that they test a general proposition, but very few of 

them are able to move beyond postulating such claims. In the absence of cogent 

meta studies, the clever, but idiosyncratic, research designs do not add up to 

systematic knowledge beyond the cases that provided the evidence in the first 
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place. For these reasons, midrange theorizing covering a set of countries in 

specific world regions while offering a disaggregated perspective on subnational 

mechanisms serves as a useful complement (e.g., Staniland 2014; Straus 2015). 

  

Similar problems of over-generalizing haunt civil-war studies along the temporal 

dimension. Studies that take into account geopolitical differences, for example 

between the Cold War and beyond, belong to the exceptions (e.g., Kalyvas and 

Balcells 2010). To some extent, the availability of high-quality conflict data also 

limits the historical depth of the current research agenda to the post-WWII 

period, but this is starting to change (e.g., Besley and Reynal-Querol 2014). 

Following the publication of Pinker’s (2011) sweeping claims about the decline 

of violence, a lively debate has emerged concerning long-term conflict trends 

(Gleditsch et al. 2013), including a possible decline of ethnic civil war (Gurr 

2000) although this trend may now be turning (Themnér and Wallensteen 

2014). 

 

In the future, conflict scholars will have to steer a middle course between 

overgeneralized macro models and myopic micro investigations. Such a 

pragmatic approach would narrow the existing gap between quantitative civil 

war research and the policy community (Mack 2002). The current tendency to 

focus on only those research designs that allow for clever inferential solutions 

could deflect attention from the most important drivers of conflict, especially at 

the level of national-level dynamics and governmental policies that defy 

experimental manipulation. Likewise, the quest for exogeneity promises to 

improve causal identification, but could at the same time shift research away 
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from important, fast-changing, and inherently endogenous processes. While 

clearly useful for both theory and policy within reasonable spatiotemporal 

bounds (see, e.g., Ward, Greenhill and Bakke 2010), prediction should not be 

seen as the only empirical criterion that produces reliable knowledge about civil 

war, especially since the massive complexity of such processes severely limits 

attempts to forecast future conflict. In cases where the effectiveness of specific 

conflict resolution methods is associated with high uncertainty, early warning 

systems may be of limited use even if their predictive performance were to 

improve considerably (Cederman and Weidmann 2017). 

 

All in all, however, there can be no doubt that civil war research has contributed 

in a major way to building knowledge about the causes and consequences of the 

most frequent and damaging type of political violence in the contemporary 

world. Based on careful empirical research exhibiting increasing methodological 

sophistication, the literature has built on the pioneering contributions of the 

early 2000s, and progressed into one of the most active research fields in the 

social sciences. Hopefully, future research will make even more decisive steps 

toward preventing and reducing violence in the years to come. 
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Notes

                                                        

1 Reflecting common practice, we review analyses of lower-intensity conflicts 

even though they fall under the customary limit at 1000 battle deaths. For a 

careful discussion of definitional criteria, see Sambanis (2004a). 

2 Collier, Hoeffler and Rohner (2009) explicitly acknowledge this shift by 

analyzing civil-war onset as a matter of opportunity rather than as motives. 

3 In response, Fearon (2011) argues that governments’ decisions to exclude 

ethnic groups may be highly endogenous to their conflict proneness. By 

instrumenting for exclusion in post-colonial states, Wucherpfennig, Hunziker 

and Cederman (2016) show that previous studies have underestimated, rather 

than overestimated, the effect of political inequality on the outbreak of civil war. 

4 While the governmental oil curse features very prominently in Fearon and 

Laitin’s (2003) onset account, it all but disappears from Fearon’s (2004) 

explanation of conflict duration. 

5 It should be noted, however, that these “technologies of rebellions” themselves 

are likely to be endogenous to pre-war conditions. 

6 See the contribution on international peacekeeping operations in this issue. 

7 Although not necessarily subscribing to the greed-based perspective, Doyle and 

Sambanis’ (2006) analysis of United Nations peacekeeping missions also makes a 

strong case for supporting post-conflict development in order to prevent war 

recurrence. 

8 The same conclusion could be drawn from the greed-as-motivation perspective. 

If rebels are essentially criminals, repression would be both a legitimate and 

potentially effective antidote. 
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